
WHAT TRENDS WILL BE FOCUSED 
ON IN SUMMER 2017?
Summer will have several trends the 
two I am highlighting is the refreshing 
of MODERN MARINER. Then a fun and 
bright concept UNICORN, RAINBOWS & 
MORE… which is a trend that can continue 
into back to school items. 

MODERN MARINER will focus on décor 
for indoor and outdoor living.  It is a 
cleaner and more modern nautical way of 
updating this returning theme. INDIGO 
BLUE and WHITE are the key colorations 
this season 
compared 
to aqua 
and the 
other softer 
shades of 
blue used 
last summer. 
The colors and patterns including stripes, 
waves and traditional nautical icons are 
the foundation of this theme.

UNICORN, RAINBOWS & MORE… is 
whimsical, colorful, and filled with fantasy 
images and mixing multiple icons that 
appeal to a variety of age groups. This 
theme will be on a wide range of categories 
and merchandise. The colors are bright and 
happy and the mixing of prints and patterns 

and icons means nothing is out of bounds 
to create this look. Recently the mythical 
Unicorn was popularized by Starbucks in 
a Frappuccino and 
was so successful 
they added another 
fantasy drink named 
the Dragon. This is 
just one example how 
broad this concept has 
become. 

THESE ARE TWO DIFFERENT 
DIRECTIONS IN DÉCOR. SHOULD A 
STORE CARRY BOTH THEMES?
It really depends on the store. Do they 
have the space? Who is their customer 
base and what categories do they cover? 
How much inventory investment can the 
retailer handle? These themes appeal to 
many customers and if the store could 
merchandise two summer themes, why 
not. If you can’t handle two set ups why 
not introduce The Unicorn, Rainbows & 
More… a bit later in the summer and 
continue the look for back to school. 

CAN YOU OUTLINE THE THEMES A 
BIT MORE?
MODERN MARINER colors are traditional 
Indigo blue and white, clean and crisp. The 
icons are executed with a more painterly 
style in the prints which gives this season’s 
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“…if the store could merchandise two summer themes, why not.”

As We WeLCOMe sPring And 
sUMMer At OUr sPring MArt 
WHAt Are sOMe OF tHe key tHeMe 
COnCePts?

I attended 
several of 
the key 
trade shows 
in Europe 
and the 
US first 

previews of the year’s introductions. One of the 
trends from the many shows for Spring-Summer 
businesses that is fresh as well as salable for the 
retailer is TROPICAL DELIGHT.

WHAt MAkes UP tHis tHeMe COnCePt, 
tHe iCOns And COLOrs in it?

Last year we highlighted the opening 
relationship with Cuba and the influence it was 
having at retail with color and imagery. The 
theme TROPICAL DELIGHT is influenced by all 
this attention using bright colors and being a 
trend for indoor and outdoor decorating having 
many fun icons in this trend concept. 

trOPiCAL As A tHeMe HAs Been seen 
MAny tiMes. WHAt is diFFerent tHis 
tiMe?

the trOPiCAL deLigHt trend can be 
merchandised in two different directions. the 
first is a 1930’s vintage look using prints and 
patterns that have a retro feeling. the artwork 
is seen on textiles, framed prints, stationery 

and other categories.
the icons and 
colors are gathered 
from references as 
in archival prints 
and not the novelty 
summer outdoor 

living trends from other seasons. this season’s 
updated direction can be seen on home décor 
furnishings in a sitting room or bedroom as 
well as outdoors entertainment area. it offers 
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By Beth Anderson

TRenDwatch

“TROPLICAL DELIGHT seems to have a very broad in appeal. ”
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last summer. 



artwork a fresh 
new look for the 
2017 version 
of nautical. 
Nautical icons 
as fish, anchors, 
seashells, boats, 
ropes, and all 
types of sea 
life including 
SHARKS as the new fish 
of the day. You’ll also see 
the usage of ropes and 
knots that are chunky 
for trim on trays and ice 
buckets and furniture 
using boat building 
construction such as 
fish net seats or wooden 
framing that is used on 
boats as an example. 
Many fish shape serving platters and cutting 
boards or tabletop items. Graphic patterns 
in a painterly style as stripes and waves in 
inspired by water but not exclusive to nautical 
but work within this theme. Categories 
include textiles for dining, throw pillows, all 
types of tabletop and décor such as wreaths, 
lanterns, cutting boards, and more.

UNICORNS, RAINBOWS & MORE… colors 
are a bright or a mid-tone bright palette. 
The icons are numerous and fun but not 
exclusive to make this theme work, many 
other fun graphics work with this trend and 
they all help make this concept optimistic 
and cute. The icons include the Pink 

Flamingo, 
ice cream, 
Unicorns, 
rainbows, 
clouds, 
swans, the 
EYE, emoji 
art and 
Mermaids. 

They are using these icons on cosmetic 
accessories, pins, stickers and patches, rub 
on tattoos, key chains, socks, jewelry, wall 
décor, and arts & crafts kits and greeting 
cards. For back 
to school there 
are backpacks 
and on 
stationery items 
interpreted in 
“floaters” for 
pencil cases 
and journal 
covers or in 
print form 
school supplies 
as examples. This 
theme works well 
for party items 
which you will see 
at market on paper 
goods. For poolside 
the inflatable Pink 
Flamingo, beach 
towels with Mermaids 
or plastic ice cream 
shape drinkware 
create a fun lifestyle 
for outdoor living.  
Emoji art continues to 
grow in popularity and is seen as patches, 
pins and stickers, iron-on patches for 
personalization and expression of oneself. 
The theme is broad and mixing in other fun 
products can be easily added in this theme. 

Both of these themes will be at market 
available in a wide assortment of product to 
choose from. Have fun with your selection 
and enjoy the summer.  The consumer will 
have fun with your offerings as well.

Look forward for sharing more trend ideas in the next Trend Watch.

a broader usage to attract a wider customer 
base.

this is not to say you can’t merchandise and 
select a more novelty kitsch direction that is 
fun and would appeal to gen Z customers but 
it offers an alternative way of presenting this 
concept.
 
the colors can be primary brights or bright 
midtones, either palette is trending. icons used 
in this theme are the FLAMingO bird and 
all colorful exotic birds such as the Macaw, 
toucan, Crowned Crane, and Cockatoo for 
example. the PineAPPLe returns as the lead 
fruit icon seen in metal or ceramic sit about’s 
and on throw pillows but bananas are also 
seen. As FLOrA, it uses all types of tropical 
greenery leaves, banana leaf, fan palm, Bird 
of Paradise leaf, and cactus continues to be 
popular. exotic creatures such as the igUAnA, 
MOnkey and BUgs were seen at the shows 
as well as BAMBOO furniture bent into a retro 
shapes. 

Merchandise is available in all categories from 
throw pillows, dinnerware, wall paper, framed 
artwork, stationery, melamine, party goods and 
outdoors items. 

trOPLiCAL deLigHt seems to have a very 
broad in appeal. 

WHAt eLse did yOU see FOr MArket?

sUPerMAn and WOnder WOMAn go 
beyond Mother’s day and Father’s day and 
becomes an everyday theme for any male 
and female as gifts for any occasion. the 
comic script super Hero’s tv shows, movies 
and postage stamps make this a fun theme to 
merchandise. you don’t have to be literal and 

have the comic characters but theme the area 
under those titles.

For the sUPerMAn in your life there are 
many more gift items than before from the 

vendor Men’s 
society as well as 
others. there are 
kits focusing on 
shaving, cleaning 
sports shoes, 
grooming aids, 
bike repair and 
more items related 
to grilling. Also 
a lot of new and 

fun bar merchandise 
such as displayers for 
someone’s collection 
of artisanal beer 
bottle caps, collapsible 
shot glasses and 
fun flasks. For the 
gardening WOnder 
WOMAn a range of 
gardening tools with 
screen printed handles 
and for the glam girl wonderful beaded or 
printed cosmetic purses bags, throw pillows 
and organizational items for jewelry and your 
glasses. it’s beyond Mother’s and Father’s day, 
it’s now anybody’s gift getting day such as like 
BOF and BrO. 

Any OtHer FOCUs FOr tHe retAiLer 
gOing tO MArket As A CLOsing tiP?

noted at the shows were sculptural wall décor, 
and archival prints that are framed. the framed 
art mostly taken from Flora & Fauna prints and 
the sculptural wall pieces are wire pieces and 
or wire verbiage for wall mounting. some wall 
mounted pieces are to hold wine bottles but can 
be seen as sculpture.

More to come as the season heats ups!

TRenD watch

Images compliments of Sharon Adler. 
To find more information on trends and 
trend forward themes, contact Sharon at 
sfa190@yahoo.com or 718-464-1882.
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Many fish shape serving platters and cutting 


